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When I was young, I learned Santa Claus puns.   

 

Question: Why does Santa have three gardens? 

Katie: So he can ho-ho-ho. 

 

Question: Why was Santa's little helper depressed? 

Katie: Because he had low elf esteem. 

 

Question: What do you call people who are afraid of Santa Claus? 

Katie: Claustrophobic. 

 

Question: What do you call Santa's Helpers? 

Katie:  Subordinate Clauses. 

 

Eventually I did grow up. I discovered that for some people Santa Claus is a serious symbol.  

 

Thirteen years ago, I was living in Kensington, Maryland, a small suburb of 2,000 people near 

Washington, D.C. I was serving a Unitarian Universalist Church in Bethesda, Maryland. One day 

in the fall of 2001 a member of the town council called to ask me, "Who," she wanted to know, 

"is Santa? Is Santa religious?"   

 

"It depends on how you define the word ‘religious,'" I answered. I ran through my short speech 

about the etymology of the word religion.  I said something like this,  

 

"The word religion first appeared in France about 700 years ago. One dictionary says religion 

derives from a Latin word meaning to join, or link, to bind. Another dictionary claims the 

etymology may be from a word meaning to tie back, to restrain.  Based on this etymology, I 

define religion as the attempt to connect, to join, link, tie, to bind all the elements of our lives, 

our families, our work, our play, everything in our lives, into an explanation that gives us a 

feeling that our individual lives have a purpose. Why do you ask about Santa?   

 

She explained that every year in December the town has a Tree lighting at the town hall. Santa 

arrives on a fire engine and flips the switch, lighting the tree. About fifty people come. That year 

two Jewish families asked the city to include a menorah. The City Council said no, because the 

menorah was religious. The council said that a tree is a non-religious secular symbol that people 

of all religious backgrounds can enjoy.  They told the families that as a nonreligious community 

event, the tree lighting is already entirely inclusive. It is a secular event. Adding a Menorah 

would make it a religious event.  They would then get requests for a manger scene.  The atheists 

would threaten a lawsuit and so on.  So the Council said no to a Menorah. Still, wanting a 

menorah the Jewish families said, "Santa Claus arrives on the town fire engine and flips the 

switch lighting the tree. Isn't Santa Claus religious?" The council members said they would think 



about it. This led to one of them calling the local Unitarian Universalist minister.  

 

Trying to be helpful, I said, "I do not know much about Santa, but I believe he is based on a 

Catholic Priest from Turkey named St. Nicholas. So I guess he is religious."  

 

She thanked me, told me that she would also contact other clergy in the community. I wished her 

good luck sorting the issue out.  

 

The Kensington Maryland Town Council decided that Santa was a religious symbol. They 

decided that instead of having Santa flip the light switch, they would have a Fire Fighter, a Letter 

Carrier, and a Police Officer light the tree. 

 

My little town suddenly became the international focus of attention for all the self-appointed 

defenders of Santa. News stories about the town that banned Santa appeared in every major 

newspaper and on every major TV station around the world. Two days before the event the 

council reversed its decision and announced that a Fire Fighter, a Letter Carrier, a Police Officer 

and Santa would light the tree together. Few paid attention to this change. I walked to the town 

hall the night of the tree lighting. A thousand angry people were there. Few lived in the 

community. Dozens were dressed in Santa outfits. One man held up a sign that said, "If Jews can 

ban Santa, Why can't we ban Jews?" Someone tried to tear down that sign. There was a fight. 

The police had to break it up.  Under the veneer of civil, polite behavior, we humans can become 

angry and even violent when we think the symbols we value are threatened.  

 

These events stirred my curiosity. Who Is Santa? I wondered. I pulled out my history of 

Christmas books and I started reading.  

 

I discovered that the word Santa Claus is an American invention, first appearing in print in a 

New York Newspaper 204 years ago. However, these creators of the American Santa Claus 

based him in part on stories about a Roman Catholic Saint named Nicholas. Therefore he is, to a 

certain extent, a religious figure.  

 

The legend says that Nicholas was a bishop on the coast of what is now Turkey in the early 

fourth century and according to the legend, he died on December 6. We have no written records 

dating back seventeen hundred years ago to when Nicholas was alive. Still an oral history must 

have existed, because hundreds of years after his death, people wrote down stories about him. In 

one, Nicholas learns of a father who, finding himself unable to provide dowries for his three 

daughters, reluctantly decides to sell the young women into prostitution. Bishop Nicholas throws 

three bags of gold into the father's window, saving the daughters from lives as prostitutes.  

 

According to another legend, Bishop Nicholas stops at an inn in which an innkeeper had 

murdered three boys and left their dismembered remains in salt tubs for curing meat. The 

innkeeper prepared to serve some meat from the boys to Nicholas for breakfast. Nicolas 

confronted the innkeeper, and restored the boys to life. The murderer confessed and repented. 

Nicholas is merciful and promises the innkeeper's barren wife that she will give birth to a son. 

From this gruesome legend, St. Nicholas became the patron saint of children. 

 



About nine hundred years ago, a group of French nuns started to honor St. Nicholas. On the eve 

of the anniversary of St. Nicholas's death, December 6, they secretly left presents at the houses of 

poor children. The nuns were copying the story of how Nicholas gave bags of gold to the poor 

young women who were in danger of being sold into prostitution. This practice spread 

throughout western and central Europe, though it never took hold in southern Catholic lands such 

as Italy.  

 

Over the centuries, the story of St. Nicolas bringing gifts on December 6 evolved. St. Nicolas 

came through the window, or down the chimney, he left gifts in stockings, or gifts in shoes. He 

put them by the fireplace, by the window, or by the bed. He walked, or he flew, or he rode a 

donkey. 

 

According to the legend, St. Nicholas had a stern side as well as a generous side. Some families 

in Europe kept a "Nicholas stick" on which to keep track of the number of Our Fathers said by 

the child, both to impress the Saint when he arrived, and to remind the child of the conditional 

nature of the gifts. 

 

In the 16th century Martin Luther and other Protestant reformers pointed out that the worship of 

saints was a corrupt practice of the Roman Catholic Church. Part of the Protestant Reformation 

was an attempt to stamp out the worship of saints like Nicholas. Protestant leaders said, "instead 

of worshiping Nicholas we should worship Jesus." Therefore, Protestant leaders tried to move 

the practice of giving gifts to children from the eve of December 6 to the eve of December 25.  

 

This was not completely successful. Children in the Netherlands resisted. When Amsterdam 

legislated against the making of St. Nicholas cookies, a rebellious group of children protested. 

With the help of their parents, the children saw to it that authorities never enforced the law.  

 

From the Netherlands, people carried the legend of St. Nicholas to a small island in the new 

world called New Amsterdam, later renamed by the British as New York. The earliest evidence 

of this is a colonial era cookie press. They shaped the press like a bishop resurrecting the three 

pickled boys. In the Dutch language, the name for Saint Nicholas was Sinter Klaas.  

 

On St. Nicholas Day December 6, 1809, a New York writer named Washington Irving published 

a satirical history of his city entitled A History of New York from the Beginning of the World to 

the End of the Dutch Dynasty. Washington Irving did not use the name Santa Claus, but without 

Irving, we would not have Santa Claus. In his fictional history, Irving invented a St. Nicholas 

who flew over New York City in a wagon and climbing down chimneys to deliver presents on 

December 6. Many Americans read Irving's book. It resulted, on December 15, 1810, in a poem 

published in a newspaper using the name Santa Claus. This was the first appearance in print of 

the American translation of the Dutch name Sinter Klaas. 

    

This invented character received an enormous boost with the publication in 1823 of the poem "A 

visit from St Nicholas." It is the best-known poem in English language. 

I invite you to join me in saying the first line: "Twas the night before Christmas and all through 

the house not a creature was stirring not even a mouse." 

 



The poem, for the first time, places St. Nicholas in a sleigh with reindeer. For the first time St. 

Nicholas comes on Christmas Eve, not December 6. For the first time St. Nicholas is no longer a 

religious figure. Instead of a Bishop's robe, he is dressed in fur. No longer is St. Nicholas 

threatening punishment. There is nothing to dread. The reference to a stump of a pipe he held 

tight in his teeth is a clear message to people living in New York in 1823 that Santa Claus is part 

of the working classes. The upper classes favored a long elegantly curved pipe. Working-class 

folk had short pipes.  

 

In Germany, a character called belsnickel accompanied St. Nicholas on his gift giving rounds. 

He was a shaggy, soot-covered man who carried a whip, a bell and a sack of treats. Germans 

brought this character to Pennsylvania. The author of the poem appears to have based his visual 

description of Santa Claus on this German character belsnickel, dressed in fur and covered in 

soot, but without a whip. 

 

The American invention of Santa Claus was an attempt to transform Christmas from a holiday of 

drinking binges to a sober domestic holiday, a celebration of home and children.  The American 

Civil War did much to accelerate the reception of Christmas in the United States as the holiday 

representing homecoming, family, and reconciliation. Santa Claus represented the spirit of giving 

and nonjudgmental good feeling among all people. The red suit first appeared in 1869 in a color 

reprint of a drawing by Thomas Nast.  

 

Some, however, objected to this worship of an overweight white male. In 1917, one newspaper 

reported that Santa had enlisted with the American forces in the First World War. Mrs. Santa had 

to take over. She reacted cheerfully to the news that she was now in charge of the reindeer and 

sleigh: 

She was glad that this once she could drive them alone,  

which she could never do when Santa was home,  

for Santa was old and had his ways that were set,  

and he never believed in the suffragette:  

but now Mrs. Santa would surely have her chance  

to make good with the home folks  

while he was in France. 

 

Today parents debate where or not to tell their children that Santa Claus is imaginary. Some 

research suggests that young children can distinguish between good lies and bad lies. When we 

say, "Santa is real" it is a good lie. When we say, "We cannot go to the playground today because 

it is closed," when really, we are too lazy to get off the couch, it is a bad lie. Like having an 

imaginary friend, at a young age some children are aware at some level that Santa is pretend, but 

they still enjoy pretending.  

 

On average around the age of six or seven, most children realize that Santa Claus is a make-

believe person. Someone asked nine and ten-year-old children who knew that Santa is pretend, if 

they believed that we should teach younger children the Santa story. Seventy percent of children 

said yes. The children said their disappointment at discovering the truth of the Santa story often 

turned into a desire to become part of the conspiracy and to continue the tradition.  

 



Stories help a child to develop the ability to analyze events. Those who study children say that, 

rather than opposing logic, stories, by stimulating the imagination, are the first steps in logical 

thinking. Researchers see the Santa Claus story as a way to teach children important social 

lessons. For example, one part of the story is the practice of leaving out a snack for Santa Claus 

and his reindeer. This conveys the importance of generosity, tradition, and hospitality. Child 

experts say the Santa story gives children a sense of mystery and wonder. It gives them an 

altered view of the passage of time. It gives them an exercise in imagination and a chance to 

practice kindness.  

 

A few years ago on a cold dark night in the Washington suburb of Kensington, Maryland, just 

ten miles north of the White House, I watch a thousand angry Santa Claus supporters gather for a 

tree lighting. I felt sad and frightened by their righteous indignation over perceived mistreatment, 

a perceived insult.   

 

After the event, I walked home, through the dark streets of the little suburb. I walked past the 

closed shops and the commuter train station, through the park, passed the houses with their 

Christmas lights and back to my own home.  As I walked, I thought to myself, Santa Claus is one 

incarnation of our parent's love during this season. The value of inexpensive gifts is that they 

symbolize the love between the parent and the child. Perhaps, I thought, this is from where the 

anger came. When these confused people heard that a town had banned Santa, they felt like the 

town was banning a symbolic way that parents express love for children. 

 

Many years have passed since that Christmas.  My hope for you in this holiday season is the 

same as it is every year. I hope you will feel love. I hope you can recall and feel love from your 

childhood–love from parents, from brothers and sisters, from friends. I hope you will feel love 

today from your friends in this congregation. Together let us read the poems, enjoy the stories, 

sing the carols and feel again the joy of this December tradition. 


